
POINT shows the best Spanish 
outdoor design in Las Vegas
This company from Alicante, winner of the 2019 National 
Design Award and ambassador for Spanish design, will 
present its collections at the HD Hospitality Design fair in
Las Vegas, the largest in the United States.

From April 26 to 28, POINT will be in the States to present some 
of its most iconic collections. It will be at the country’s largest 
hospitality design fair, HD Expo + Conference, the ultimate event 
of its kind that brings together designers, interior designers and 
hotel chains from all over the world. The fair will take place at the 
iconic Mandalay Bay Convention Center in this tourist mecca of 
the American West.

POINT’s history began more than 100 years ago with a master 
craftsman who became an example to follow in traditional crafts-
manship. Three generations later, this family business has turned 
its legacy into an international brand that is synonymous with the 
best design, research and savoir faire. With nearly 300 products 
by major national and international designers, POINT’s pieces 
can now be found in projects all over the world, from Australia to 
Mexico, Dubai, London, Paris and Miami. Major international hotel 
chains such as Four Seasons, W, Shangri-La, The Langham and 
Hyatt Regency have featured POINT’s furniture in their proper-
ties.

The focus on design remains at the heart of everything POINT 
does. Its experience in furniture manufacturing and its respect 
for craftsmanship also continue to show through in all its pieces: 
each woven sofa involves forty hours of meticulous craftsmans-
hip and each chair, no less than six. The innovation at the heart 
of the company’s creative process has enabled it to develop new 
materials, even patenting its own fibers, and carry out research 
into future materials. In 2019, the brand was awarded the National 
Design Award.

For decades, sustainability has been a key element at POINT. In 
addition to ensuring responsible consumption in its manufac-
turing, using recyclable materials and wood from sustainably 
managed forests, its own headquarters are energy self-sufficient, 
as they are powered by solar energy.

POINT epitomizes the essence of the Mediterranean, quality of life 
and the art of living.

More information:
96 648 01 32
comunicacion@point1920.com

Fig. 1
Long Island Collection by Christophe Pillet.



What we will see in Las Vegas

POINT will present eight of its most emblematic collections, 
some of which have received various international awards.

_ Summer

The Summer collection –consisting of a dining room chair and 
armchair– is a new take on the traditional chair: universal, simple, 
functional and timeless, but now given a touch of refinement, 
technical precision and sensuality. “The decorative effect is 
produced here by the texture of the weave, which is intended 
as a homage to craftsmanship. It therefore has something very 
elaborate (handmade), with a very strong, very simple design”, 
explains its designer, Christophe Pillet. It is made from aluminum 
combined with rope and is available in different colors. “This is an 
almost indefinite, classic, universal object, which we redesigned 
very slightly to give it a new touch of modernity”.

_ Long Island

“My goal with Long Island was to make it as desirable and as well 
finished as a piece of indoor furniture, with a similarly detailed 
design”, designer Christophe Pillet explains, adding “I sought to 
create the feeling that these pieces have always existed”. Straight 
shapes and slim lines define the silhouette of this modular collec-
tion of outdoor sofas. Eminently versatile, the pieces that make 
up the collection include an armchair, a sofa and a chaise lon-
gue, which adapt to fit each space. According to Pillet, its simple 
design aspires “to offer universal elegance and great comfort”. 
This collection seeks to become a modern classic and consists 
of thirteen pieces that are complemented by three tables with an 
aluminum structure.

_ City

This new collection is launched with an international award. De-
signer Christophe Pillet recently received an award for this collec-
tion for POINT at Le FRENCH DESIGN Awards. “This collection
is my contemporary take on the art of Mediterranean living, which 
is unconnected to time. It is a universe where the sun and the 
earth meet”, explained the French designer about City. A powder 
painted aluminum structure is the starting point for each of the 
pieces in this collection. It also features arms made from teak 
wood from sustainably managed forests and plump, comfor-
table cushions. City is composed of an armchair and two- and 
three-seater sofas. They all exude classicism and elegance, and 
their cushions can be customized in terms of both prints and 
colors.

_ Lis

The key to these two table bases, developed by POINT Studio, is 
that they are based on an apparently simple design that embodies 
POINT’s philosophy. They are versatile pieces whose simple sha-
pes integrate perfectly into any environment, helping to achieve 
a stylish, contemporary setting. Technically, we have worked on 
developing the bases so that they have an exact diameter that 
gives the table great stability.

Fig. 2
City Collection by Christophe Pillet. 

Fig. 3
Lis Collection by Point Studio.
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_ Hamp

Francesc Rifé developed a technically complex process to achie-
ve the neo-minimalist look of this collection. The teak wood used 
(sourced from sustainably managed forests) has been turned as 
if it were a metal tube and bent to create a piece that is full of ex-
pressiveness. Rifé proposed a wooden skeleton with a tensioned 
technical fabric that forms the base and backrest on which the 
cushions rest. The result is a collection of generously dimensio-
ned pieces.

_ Weave

Since it was launched in 2017, this collection with its soft, re-
laxed lines has reaped many international awards, such as the 
International Interior Design Association’s 2018 Global Excellen-
ce Awards, Gold Medal in the Ibero-American Biennial CIDI for 
Interior, Design and Landscape and the ADCV GOLD Award for 
Outdoor Furniture in 2017. Inspired by the way baya weaver birds
weave their nests, Vicent Martínez designed this collection to be 
as functional as it is emotional. Meticulously finished, each piece 
is created by hand, woven strand by strand. It consists of a total 
of twenty-seven elements, including swings, tables, sun loungers, 
sofas and chairs, all with a structure that envelops, protects and 
relaxes. The latest additions to the collection are a dining arm-
chair, a round table base made from rope and a versatile planter 
that can also be used as a pouffe or table. All the pieces have a 
powder painted aluminum structure and the characteristic rope 
weave. There are a great variety of possible combinations thanks 
to their finishes in taupe, cream and black.

_ Paralel

Designed by Gabriel Teixidó, it is set to become a classic. As 
its creator himself explains, “its characteristic element, wood, 
is a living element that connects well with people and gives it 
warmth”. Robust yet soft, its chairs, armchairs, sofas and tables 
combine Indonesian teak wood (from carefully managed forests) 
and synthetic rope. There are a total of fourteen pieces, also inclu-
ding a sun lounger, a side table and an extendible table. They are 
designed for gardens, terraces or porches, integrating easily into 
indoor spaces too. “It’s a human collection that fits perfectly into 
natural surroundings”, says Teixidó.

_ Havana

“The Caribbean, the streets of Cuba, afternoons drinking rum, 
relaxation and warmth were the inspiration”, explains Alfonso 
Gallego, designer of the Havana dining armchair. Contrast is the
key to this piece made from a lacquered aluminum structure 
covered with woven Shintotex, a highly resistant recyclable fiber 
developed by POINT. The sinuous shapes of this piece are desig-
ned to fold around us and, as in the best photos, black and white 
takes center stage in the weave, creating patterns that are full of 
rhythm.

Fig. 4
Weave Collection by Vicent Martínez. 

Fig. 5
Paralel Collection by Gabriel Teixidó.
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